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ABSTRACT

AI models present a wide range of applications in the field of medicine. However, achieving
optimal performance requires access to extensive healthcare data, which is often not readily available.
Furthermore, the imperative to preserve patient privacy restricts patient data sharing with third parties
and even within institutes. Recently, generative AI models have been gaining traction for facilitating
open-data sharing by proposing synthetic data as surrogates of real patient data. Despite the promise,
these models are susceptible to patient data memorization, where models generate patient data copies
instead of novel synthetic samples. This undermines the whole purpose of preserving patient data
privacy and may even result in patient re-identification. Considering the importance of the problem,
surprisingly it has received relatively little attention in the medical imaging community. To this end,
we assess memorization in unconditional latent diffusion models, which are the building blocks of
some of the most advanced generative AI models. We train 2D and 3D latent diffusion models on CT,
MR, and X-ray datasets for synthetic data generation. Afterwards, we detect the amount of training
data memorized utilizing our self-supervised approach and further investigate various factors that can
influence memorization by training models in different settings. Our findings show a surprisingly
high degree of patient data memorization across all datasets, with approximately 40.9% of patient
data being memorized and 78.5% of synthetic samples identified as patient data copies on average
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Memorization in Unconditional Diffusion Models

Figure 1: Generative models are first trained on private medical data. These models can be used to synthesize novel
samples, which can have multiple applications. 1) Open-data sharing: Synthesized samples can be shared publicly for
advancing medical imaging research while preserving patient privacy. However, synthesized samples can be patient
data replicas, thereby compromising patient privacy. 2) Data Expansion and Diversification - Synthetic samples can
be utilized to expand and diversify the training data. Nevertheless, if most of the synthetic samples are patient data
replicas, the expansion and diversification is likely to be limited.

in our experiments. Further analyses reveal that using augmentation strategies during training can
reduce memorization while over-training the models can enhance it. Although increasing the dataset
size does not reduce memorization and might even enhance it, it does lower the probability of a
synthetic sample being a patient data copy. Collectively, our results emphasize the importance of
carefully training generative models on private medical imaging datasets, and examining the synthetic
data to ensure patient privacy before sharing it for medical research and applications.

Keywords Memorization · Contrastive Learning · Latent Diffusion · Patient Privacy

1 Introduction

Recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) hold the potential to transform the current healthcare system.
AI models are generally data-hungry, necessitating the healthcare data to scale with the contemporary AI models.
While this could be alleviated via patient data sharing among multiple imaging sites and research centers, concerns
regarding patient privacy render it infeasible. Modern developments in generative deep diffusion probabilistic models
have led to a significant leap in performance level in various medical imaging applications [1, 2, 3, 4], a notable
application being open data sharing [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In open-data sharing, generative models are first trained to learn data
distribution from private medical imaging datasets. Afterwards, these generative models are used to generate synthetic
samples, and since these synthesized samples do not belong to any specific patient, they can be shared publicly without
compromising patient privacy (Fig. 1). As a matter of fact, very recently, several studies have trained generative models
on private/limited-access/restricted datasets and made synthetic data [5] or trained generative models [10, 11] publicly
available.
Despite the potential of generative models for open data sharing, an underlying assumption is that the generated samples
are novel and not mere patient data replicas. This is crucial, as the primary motivation for using synthetic data as
surrogates of real patient data is to preserve patient privacy and synthesizing patient data copies circumvents the goal. A
synthesized copy can even be traced back to the original patient, leading to patient re-identification [12]. Given the
sensitive nature of patient medical data, surprisingly there has been little focus on the threat of such models to memorize
training data and detect those memorized training samples efficiently.
Detecting memorized samples in the training data can be challenging. Identifying whether a sample is memorized
requires comparing it with all synthesized samples, which is sub-optimal both in terms of computational complexity
and detection performance. For instance, if a synthesized sample is a slightly rotated copy of a training sample, their
pixel-wise differences could still be significant and the patient data copy might go undetected. For this purpose, copy
detection can be performed via self-supervised models trained based on contrastive learning. In such models, copy
detection is performed in a low dimensional embedding space, which makes the whole process computationally efficient
and further enables the detection of copies among the synthesized samples that are variants such as rotated versions of
the training samples. Such models have been demonstrated for patient re-identification and copy detection in 2D X-ray
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images [12, 13]. However, such applications in 3D medical images have yet to be demonstrated.
While training generative models, the emphasis is typically on improving validation errors or metrics that quantify image
quality [14] or diversity [15], without taking into consideration the memorization capacities of such models. Despite
their widespread usage, the commonly used metrics have inherent limitations [16], and give no direct information
regarding patient data memorization. Likewise, the validation loss itself only provides auxiliary information regarding
model training and can even show a negative correlation with data memorization [17]. This also makes it challenging to
determine an appropriate number of training steps. In fact, over-training is one of the several factors that could influence
memorization, and other factors like training data size and data augmentation can also have an impact on memorization
[18, 19]. Therefore, exploring memorization-informed model training and metrics is crucial [16].
Here, we thoroughly investigate memorization in unconditional latent diffusion models (LDMs) for medical imaging.
LDMs learn data generation in the low-dimensional latent space of an autoencoder, which makes them computationally
efficient while preserving high image quality.[20]. Understanding memorization in unconditional LDMs is important
since they form the foundation of advanced multi-modal and conditional generative AI tools such as stable diffusion,
which typically adapt pre-trained unconditional LDMs or perform hybrid training with unconditional LDMs [20, 21].
We train unconditional LDMs on medical images to learn data distributions and perform patient data copy detection
among the synthesized samples using self-supervised models.
As a means to understand memorization in unconditional diffusion models, we pose the following questions regarding
memorization in LDMs for medical image synthesis:
Prevalence: Is memorization equally prevalent in 2D and 3D LDMs, as well as in medical images with varying
properties such as organs, dimension, resolution, field-of-view, contrast, and modality? (section 2.2)
Efficient Detection: How can patient data memorization be efficiently detected? (section 2.3)
Impact of Training Data Size: How is memorization affected by the training data size? (section 2.4.1)
Memorization as a Metric: Can memorization be used as a metric to assess generative models during training?
(section 2.4.2)
Comparison with Traditional Metrics: Can a link between memorization and traditional metrics for assessing
generative models be established? (section 2.4.2)
Mitigation via Data Augmentation: Can data memorization be alleviated by data augmentation during model
training? (section 2.4.3)

2 Results

2.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets We performed a thorough assessment of memorization in unconditional latent diffusion models (LDMs) by
conducting analyses on three medical imaging datasets covering a range of modalities, organs, image resolution, fields
of view, and spatial dimensions. We conducted experiments on 3D volumes from a publicly available knee MRI dataset
(MRNet) [22], 3D sub-volumes surrounding plaques from an in-house photon counting coronary computed tomography
angiography dataset (PCCTA), and 2D images from a publicly available X-ray dataset [23]. In the MRNet dataset, 904
volumes were used for training and 226 for validation. In the PCCTA dataset, 242 volumes were used for training and
58 for validation. In the X-ray dataset, 10k images were reserved for training and 10k for validation.

Generative Models For 3D datasets, Medical Diffusion (MedDiff) [24] and Medical Open Network for Artificial
Intelligence (MONAI) [25] based LDMs were adopted. For the X-ray dataset, a Medical Open Network for Artificial
Intelligence (MONAI-2D) based LDM was adopted. LDMs were trained on all datasets separately. Afterward, each
model was used to synthesize novel samples. These synthesized samples were then categorized as novel or copies using
self-supervised models (see section 4.2 for details). We opted for MedDiff and MONAI because they are based on some
of the most widely used repositories for LDMs-based medical image synthesis.

Memorization We considered two aspects of memorization. First, we assess the number of training samples
memorized. This constitutes the number of training samples that are synthesized as patient data replicas among the
synthetic samples (Nmem). Second, we look at the number of synthetic samples that are patient data replicas (Ncopies).
Ncopies is always greater than or equal to Nmem because a patient data replica can be repeated multiple times in the
synthesized data.

2.2 Memorization Prevalence

Theoretically, a model that perfectly learns the data distribution always has a non-zero probability of generating patient
data copies. As a result, a synthetic dataset with an infinite number of generated samples would eventually include all
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Figure 2: Histograms showing distributions of Pearson’s correlation values among closest training-validation pairs and
training-synthetic pairs in a) PCCTA, b) MRNet, and c) X-ray datasets. All training, validation, and synthetic samples
were projected onto embedding space using self-supervised models. For each training embedding, closest embedding
was selected from the validation data denoted as ’Validation’, MONAI-synthesized data denoted as ’MONAI’, MedDiff-
synthesized data denoted as ’MedDiff’, and 2D MONAI-synthesized data denoted as ’MONAI-2D’. Afterwards, τ was
selected based on the 95th percentile of the correlation values in ’Validation’ in each dataset, and synthetic samples
with correlation values greater than τ were classified as copies.

training samples. Therefore, the critical question is determining how frequently the model generates patient data copies.
To answer this question, we synthesized a finite number of samples (Nsyn) by setting it equal to the training data size
(Ntrain). LDMs trained on each dataset were used to synthesize novel images. Afterwards, self-supervised models were
used to detect potential replicas of training samples among the synthesized samples. These self-supervised models first
project the training, validation, and synthetic data onto a lower dimensional embedding space. This projection makes
the copy detection process computationally efficient and further enables us to detect copies that are not just identical to
the training samples but are also variations of the real samples such as flipping, rotation, and slight changes in contrast.
Next, Pearson’s correlation coefficient reflecting similarity was computed between all pairs of training-validation and
training-synthetic embeddings. Afterward, for each training embedding the closest validation and synthetic embedding
were selected. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of correlation values between training and nearest validation embeddings
(ρNN−val), and between training and nearest synthetic embeddings (ρNN−syn) in both MedDiff and MONAI. In all
datasets and models, ρNN−syn values were shifted more towards the right compared to ρNN−val values, implying that
synthetic samples bear a higher resemblance to the training data.
Next, we quantified the number of training samples memorized (Nmem) by the model and the number of synthesized
samples that were copies (Ncopies) based on a correlation threshold value τ (for details please refer to Section. 4.2.2).
The numbers are reported in Fig. 3. In PCCTA dataset, (43.8, 40.5) % of the training data were memorized in (MedDiff,
MONAI), and (91.7, 83.1) % of the synthetically generated samples were identified as patient data copies in (MedDiff,
MONAI). Fig. 4 shows copies that were detected in both MedDiff and MONAI along with the closest training samples.
In the PCCTA dataset, which contains low-dimensional 3D patches, most of the details were preserved in the memorized
samples, and in terms of quality, both MedDiff and MONAI generated images of similar quality.
In MRNet dataset, (40.2, 47.6) % of the training data were memorized in (MedDiff, MONAI), and (76.1, 87.2) %

of the synthetically generated samples were identified as patient data copies in (MedDiff, MONAI). Fig. 5 shows
copies that were detected in both MedDiff and MONAI along with the closest training samples. In the MRNet dataset,
which contained full 3D volumes, most of the global structure was preserved, albeit with notable differences in fine
structural details between MedDiff and MONAI. MedDiff-synthesized images were noisy and unable to capture
low-level structural details (Supp. Fig. S1). MONAI-synthesized images, on the other hand, had a lower noise level but
were slightly blurry (Supp. Fig. S1). In MRNet, while both networks produced patient data copies, both models were
unable to generate small structural details.
In the 2D X-ray dataset, 32.6 % of the training data were memorized and 54.5% of the synthetic samples were patient
data copies in MONAI-2D. Fig. 6 shows copies alongside the closest training samples. Synthetic samples show a very
close resemblance to the training samples. Overall, we observed a high level of patient data was memorized in both 2D
and 3D models. Moreover, a very large percentage of synthesized samples were patient data copies, especially in 3D
models.

2.3 Efficient Copy Detection

Next, we gauged the effectiveness of the self-supervised models in detecting copies. The correlation threshold τ used to
categorize samples as copy or novel was based on the 95th percentile of the correlation values between training and
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Figure 3: The left column represents private training data, and the right column represents synthesized data. a)
Number of memorized training samples (Nmem) and b) synthesized samples that are patient data copies (Ncopies) in
PCCTA, MRNet, and X-ray datasets. All datasets show a high percentage of Nmem and Ncopies, notably in 3D datasets.
Percentage c) Nmem and d) Ncopies are shown in the models trained with data augmentation. Augmentation during
training reduces patient data memorization. However, it can come at the expense of compromise in image quality. For
instance, there is a drastic reduction in the percentage of Ncopies in the MedDiff-synthesized sample in the MRNet
dataset. However, visual inspection (Supp. Fig. S1) shows that the model is unable to synthesize realistic high-quality
images.

nearest validation sample embeddings (Fig. 2). To evaluate if the selected threshold value τ was meaningful, we also
randomly selected 100 training and nearest synthetic sample pairs, and manually labeled the corresponding synthesized
samples as novel or copies. These labels were then compared with the ones obtained based on τ . In the PCCTA dataset,
copies were detected with sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 81% among the MedDiff-synthesized samples and with
sensitivity of 98% and specificity of 84% among MONAI-synthesized samples. In the MRNet dataset, copies were
detected with sensitivity of 85% and specificity of 97% in the MedDiff-synthesized samples and with sensitivity of 84%
and specificity of 100% in the MONAI-synthesized samples. In the X-ray dataset, copies were detected with sensitivity
of 85% and specificity of 94% in the MONAI-2D synthesized samples. These values reflect the effectiveness of the
copy detection pipeline.

2.4 Factors Affecting Memorization

Next, we investigated the factors that could potentially influence memorization. For this purpose, we considered three
different aspects including training data size, training iterations and data augmentation.

2.4.1 Impact of Training Data Size

Deep neural networks are prone to overfitting upon training on small datasets. Although overfitting and memorization
are distinct concepts, overfitting can lead to memorization. LDMs learn data generation through gradual denoising,
an inherently ill-posed problem with infinitely many solutions. Training LDMs on small datasets makes the models
overfit to solutions, leading to denoised training images. This can in turn increase the likelihood of generating more
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training samples at random. To explore this phenomenon, we investigated the effect of training data size (Ntrain) on
memorization in the X-ray dataset, the main reason being that it is a large dataset and provides us with the freedom
to select different numbers of training samples. We compared the LDMs trained for Ntrain = (5k, 10k, 20k) images
denoted as (Gθ,5k, Gθ,10k, Gθ,20k) respectively. We maintained the number of epochs at 3k for all three models to
ensure that each model encountered each training sample the same number of times. The self-supervised model was
trained on 20k training images. Fig. 7 shows the percentage of training samples that were memorized and the percentage
of synthesized samples that were patient data copies. (54.7, 33.2, 17.7)% of the training samples were memorized
in (Gθ,5k, Gθ,10k, Gθ,20k) and (68.6, 51.4, 39.9)% of the synthesized samples were copies in (Gθ,5k, Gθ,10k, Gθ,20k).
Supp. Fig. S2 also shows distributions among correlation values of training samples and nearest synthetic samples along
with the corresponding mean values. Increasing the training set size reduced the percentage of memorized training data
samples. However, surprisingly, there was a slight increase in number of memorized training samples (Nmem) with the
increase in the number of training samples (Ntrain), with Nmem equal to (2.7k, 3.3k, 3.5k) in (Gθ,5k, Gθ,10k, Gθ,20k).
More interestingly, the number of synthesized samples that were patient data copies (Ncopies) correlated negatively
with Ntrain. This suggests that although the number of memorized samples does not decrease for the models trained
on larger data sizes and might even increase, the probability of observing a patient data copy among the synthesized
samples decreases with increasing training data size.

2.4.2 Memorization as a Metric

One aspect of LDMs that receives little attention is the number of iterations or epochs used for training, and most of
the studies just report a number without performing a thorough evaluation. Overtraining the network can make the
network overfit to the training data while denoising, and can lead to more frequent generation of training samples
during progressive denoising. This can lead to enhanced memorization [13]. To investigate the effect of training
epochs/iterations on memorization of LDMs, we calculated the number of memorized training samples (Nmem) as
a function of training iterations. Fig. 8c shows Nmem detected as a function of training iterations (Niterations). In
all datasets, Nmem increased with training iterations, suggesting that over-training the model can lead to enhanced
memorization.
In addition to the relation between Nmem and Niterations, we were also interested in evaluating their relation with
metrics conventionally used for assessment or training of generative models. For this purpose, we also calculated
Fréchet inception distance (FID) [14] which measures the quality of the synthesized samples, and multi-scale structural
similarity index measure (MS-SSIM) [15] which quantifies diversity among the synthesized samples as a function of

Figure 4: Representative cross sections of real (Real) and copies (MedDiff, MONAI) detected in the PCCTA dataset.
Copies show a high resemblance to the corresponding real samples across all slices.
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Figure 5: Representative cross sections of real (Real) and copies (MedDiff, MONAI) detected in the MRNet datasets.
Copies show a high resemblance to the corresponding real samples.

Niterations. Lower FID suggests high quality and low MS-SSIM indicates high diversity. Ideally, we expect FID to
decrease and then converge at a point. However, in 3D datasets, FID did not follow a fixed pattern for both models (Fig.
8a) and showed large variations across Niterations. This is alarming since FID is perhaps one of the most widely used
metrics to assess image quality and compare data-generating capabilities with other models. In the 2D X-ray dataset,
FID decreased till 33k iterations and then oscillated afterward. This suggests that image quality saturates after a specific
number of iterations. Across all datasets, MS-SSIM did not display a consistent trend (Fig. 8b). Ideally, MS-SSIM
should be low, indicating high diversity. However, one thing to consider is that MS-SSIM only quantifies diversity and
does not provide any information regarding image quality. In fact, a model generating random noise can have very high
diversity. Taken together, our results suggest that traditional measures used to quantify the quality and diversity of the
synthesized samples can be misleading and memorization is an aspect that should be taken into account while training
generative models, and perhaps a hybrid metric could be used for training models for open-data sharing [16].

2.4.3 Mitigation via Data Augmentation

Data augmentation is a widely used technique that artificially expands the training dataset size by complementing it with
variations of training samples. This typically enhances generalizability in deep neural networks, potentially reducing
memorization in LDMs [18]. Here, we also assessed memorization in LDMs by training models on expanded datasets
obtained via augmentation techniques (MedDiffAug, MONAIAug). In each epoch, all training samples underwent flipping
and rotation (between −5◦ to 5◦ along all axes) operations with a probability of 50% each. Fig. 3 compares percentage
Nmem and Ncopies in models trained with and without data augmentation.
In the PCCTA dataset, (40.1, 36.0) % of the training data was memorized in (MedDiffAug, MONAIAug), and (72.7,
76.3) % of the synthetically generated samples were identified as patient data copies in (MedDiffAug, MONAIAug). This
suggests a decrease in memorization in both models. Fig. S3 shows copies that were detected in both MedDiffAug and
MONAIAug along with the closest training samples. The copy detection approach is able to capture copies that are also
variations of the training samples. In volume 1, the synthesized samples are flipped versions of the training samples,
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Figure 6: Representative cross sections of real (Real) and copies (MONAI-2D) detected in the X-ray dataset. Copy
candidates show a high resemblance to the corresponding real samples. The network tends to copy even the exact
position of the image in case of partial field-of-view coverage.

Figure 7: Impact of training data size on the number of a) memorized training samples and b) synthesized samples that
are patient data copies.

and in volume 3, MedDiffAug synthesized sample is flipped and MONAIAug synthesized sample is a rotated version of
the training sample.
In the MRNet dataset, (27.7, 27.1) % of the training data was memorized in (MedDiffAug, MONAIAug), and (36.0,
61.5) % of the synthetically generated samples were identified as patient data copies in (MedDiffAug, MONAIAug).
We also observed a decrease in memorization in the MRNet dataset. Fig. S4 shows copies that were detected in both
MedDiffAug and MONAIAug along with the closest training samples. The copy detection pipeline was able to detect
copies. In MRNet, the samples generated via MedDiffAug were very poor (Supp. Fig. S1). Although they resemble the
corresponding training images globally, they are unable to generate high-quality images. MONAIAug was able to retain
the image quality, however, similar to the models trained without augmentation, we observed slight blurriness induced
in the synthesized images.
In the 2D X-ray dataset, 5.6% of the training samples were memorized, and 7.3% of the synthesized samples were
copies. This suggests a drastic reduction in memorization compared to the 3D models, which had a significantly smaller
training set. Fig. S5 shows some of the selected copies. A careful examination of the copies shows that the patient
data copies are not just augmented versions of the original patient image. These copies also contain some notable
minor structural variations. One potential explanation is that such models generalize well as they come across different
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Figure 8: a) Quality assessment metric FID between synthesized (MedDiff, MONAI, MONAI-2D) and real validation
images, and between real training (Training Data) and real validation images are shown. b) Diversity assessment metric
MS-SSIM within the synthesized data (MedDiff, MONAI, MONAI-2D), and within the validation data (Validation Data)
are shown. c) Number of memorized training samples (Nmem) among the synthesized samples (MedDiff, MONAI,
MONAI-2D) as a function of number of iterations (Niterations) used for training are shown.

variations of the training samples and this artificial expansion gives them the ability to generate samples that are not
identical to the training samples but interpolations of different variations of the same sample. Another explanation could
be related to the way such models are trained. LDMs are trained to perform denoising. In the case of augmentation, the
model comes across variations of each training sample multiple times, and instead of finding a solution that produces
denoised training images, the model can converge to a solution that is based on minimizing training error across all
variations. This in turn can produce images that are not identical to a training sample or its variations, but rather a
solution that is an average of all variations. This can potentially lead to the removal or blurriness of small structures.
For instance, if we carefully observe samples 2, 3, 8, and 9 (Fig. S5 green markers), we can see that a structure that
resembles a wire is present in the training samples but missing from the copies. Furthermore, in samples 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8,
and 10 (Fig. S5 red markers), the character ’L’ at the top right corner is blurred out in the copies.
One intriguing observation is that although we observed a decrease in memorization due to data augmentation during
training in both 2D and 3D LDMs, the reduction in memorization was moderate in 3D-LDMs but huge in 2D-LDMs.
Furthermore, the synthesized images in 2D-LDMs contained prominent notable variations compared to 3D-LDMs. The
underlying reason could be hard to speculate because of differences in model types (2D vs 3D) and dataset features such
as training data size, anatomy, and resolution. Overall, we observed that using data augmentation reduced memorization.
However, we observed that it could also lead to compromise in image quality.
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3 Discussion

In this work, we assessed memorization in unconditional latent diffusion models for medical image synthesis. Trained
models were used to synthesize novel medical images, and potential copies were detected using self-supervised
models based on the contrastive learning approach. Our results obtained on different datasets covering various
organs, resolutions, fields of view, contrasts, and modalities indicate that such models are prone to patient data
memorization. Furthermore, our self-supervised models were able to identify copies among synthetic images with
reasonable performance levels. Additional complementary analyses point out several factors that can have an impact
on memorization. Adding data augmentation operations reduced memorization, whereas over-training enhanced
memorization. Increasing the training data size slightly increased the number of memorized samples, however, it
decreased the probability of a synthesized sample being a patient data copy. These results suggest that memorization
could be mitigated to some extent with careful training.
To date, only a handful of studies have investigated patient data memorization in medical imaging [13, 18, 26]. Akbar
et al. [26] assessed memorization in 2D diffusion models, and observed higher pixel-wise correlation among synthetic
and real training samples as opposed to real test and training samples. In our previous work [18], we conducted
experiments on 3D imaging datasets and utilized contrastive learning for detecting patient data replicas among the
synthesized samples in a lower dimensional latent space. In another prior investigation, we showed that overtraining
can lead to enhanced memorization [13]. Compared to previous studies, we performed a more thorough assessment
of memorization in different datasets, further proposed an approach to detect the memorized training samples, and
investigated underlying reasons in different datasets, which could assist in alleviating memorization.
It could be argued that memorization could be mitigated by simply tracking validation error and avoiding over-fitting.
However, this assumes equivalency between over-fitting and memorization. While the two terms might sometimes
be correlated, this categorization is inaccurate [17]. Over-fitting is a global phenomenon where models attain very
high accuracy on the training data typically at the expense of test data accuracy. Memorization, on the other hand,
corresponds to the assignment of a very high likelihood to the training data points. As a matter of fact, memorization
of a model can be enhanced even when validation loss decreases, especially in the earlier phases of training when
memorization might be increasing but the test loss might be decreasing [17].
Our results indicate crucial factors for memorization. Another avenue of research could be devising efficient privacy-
preserving generative models. For privacy-preserved open-data sharing, Fernandez et al. [27] proposed a two-step
approach. In the first step, a diffusion model was trained on real data and the synthesized samples were refined to
contain only novel samples. These refined samples were then utilized to train a new model with the aim to synthesize
completely novel data. While this approach reduces memorization, the quality of the samples synthesized by the second
model trained on refined synthetic data can be compromised. Other potential approaches to mitigate memorization can
be using differential private diffusion models [28, 29] or optimizing model capacity [30].
Patient data memorization in diffusion models can have broad implications in applications of generative AI in medicine.
In open-data sharing, patients might not be comfortable making their data publicly available, which is one of the core
reasons why generative models are deployed for open-data sharing in the first place. Incidentally sharing patient data
copies defeats the whole purpose. Furthermore, patient data copies among synthetic images can also be potentially
traced back to the original patient leading to patient re-identification. Packhäuser et al. [12] were able to identify two
X-ray images from the same patient acquired at different times even when the patient’s conditions altered. Using such
approaches, an attacker can use partially available patient information to recover patient data copies among presumed
novel synthetic data and recover sensitive clinical information. Another prominent application of generative models is
data expansion diversification [1]. In data expansion and diversification, generative models are trained to synthesize
novel data and complement the training data with synthetic data for data-hungry AI models. We observed that a
high percentage of synthetic data were patient data copies, especially in the 3D datasets. This also brings the data
diversification and expansion application of generative models into question.

4 Methods

4.1 Latent Diffusion Models

Latent diffusion models (LDMs) belong to a family of likelihood-based generative models that are designed to learn
data distribution p(x) through a gradual denoising process in a low dimensional latent space (see Fig. 9) [20]. The latent
space is learned through an autoencoder. Given an image x, the encoder EθE projects x onto its low dimensional latent
representation z, followed by a back projection onto the original pixel space as x̂. This latent space project reduces
computational complexity and enables application on high-resolution images [20]. The autoencoder is trained using a
reconstruction loss (Lrec) that enforces the model to learn a meaningful compressed representation, and adversarial
(Ladv) and perceptual (Lprec) losses for enhanced perceptual quality of the reconstructed image. The cumulative loss
(Lcom) can be expressed as a weighted summation of the reconstruction loss with weighting λrec, adversarial loss with
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Figure 9: Latent Diffusion Models project data onto a lower dimensional latent space and perform gradual denoising
followed by projection back onto the pixel space.

weighting λadv , and perceptual loss with weighting λperc

After learning the latent space, deep diffusion models undergo training in the latent space. Deep diffusion models are
trained with the aim to minimize the upper variational bound of the negative log-likelihood of the data distribution
− log(p(z)) [31]. Training a diffusion model consists of two steps. The first step constitutes a forward diffusion process
where normally distributed noise is added to the latent representation z of images x. This process is performed in small
increments (δt) with a variance schedule of (βt), resulting in noisy representations zt at every value of t. At any time t,
q (zt|zt−1) is modelled as a normal distribution with mean

√
1− βtzt−1 and variance βt. The second step consists of

a reverse diffusion process aimed at learning q (zt−1|zt). Unlike q (zt|zt−1), q (zt−1|zt) does not have a closed form
expression and is typically estimated using a deep neural network q̂θ (zt−1|zt) at various different values of t.
Once the models are trained, they can be used to generate samples by initiating from random noise zT ∼ N (0, I) and
performing sequential denoising to obtain a new sample z

′

0 in the latent space. This new latent sample can be projected
back to the pixel space using the decoder DθD .

4.2 Memorization Assessment

Despite the ability of latent diffusion models to generate high-quality and realistic samples, the affinity of such
models to memorize patient data and synthesize it has received little attention [13, 18, 26]. Akbar et al. [26] defined
memorization as a phenomenon where generative models synthesize patient data copies and defined copies as
synthesized samples that are identical to training samples. Dar et al. [18] further expanded the definition of copies to
further include variations such as rotation, flipping, and minor changes in contrast. Here we adhere to this expanded
definition, and drawing inspiration from Fernandez et al. [27] we formally define memorization as follows:
A training data sample x is considered to be (l, ρ)−memorized by a generative model Gθ if l(x, υ(x̂)) ≥ τ , where x̂
is a sample extracted from Gθ using sampling algorithm A, υ corresponds to minor variations such rotation, flipping
and slight changes in contrast, l is the similarity between the samples, and τ is a threshold level. Under such conditions,
x̂ is defined as a copy of x.

4.2.1 Contrastive Learning

One naive way to detect patient data copies is to compare each synthesized sample with all training samples and select
the samples showing a similarity level greater than the threshold τ as copies. However, this approach is computationally
inefficient and is not suitable for detecting copies that are variations of patient images. Accordingly, we utilized
self-supervised models (SSθ) that project images into a lower dimensional embedding space and used a contrastive
learning approach [32] to bring each training sample closer to its variation and push away from other samples (Fig. 10).
The rationale behind this approach is that copies would lie closer to the training samples and novel samples would be
far away. The details of the model are mentioned in Section S1.1

4.2.2 Copy Detection

For the detection of patient data copies, SSθ was first utilized to obtain embeddings of all training, validation, and
synthetic samples. Next, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was computed between all pairs of training-validation
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Figure 10: a - Self-supervised model is trained to project images onto a lower dimensional embedding space where
each sample within a batch is brought closer to its variation and pushed far away from all other samples in the batch.
b - Patient data copies are detected by projecting all training and synthetic samples onto the embedding space and
identifying the training synthetic pairs lying close to each other.

embeddings (ρtr−val), and training-synthetic embeddings (ρtr−syn). Afterwards, for each training embedding, the
closest validation embedding was selected to form a distribution of their correlation values (ρNN−val). A threshold
value (τ ) was then defined as 95th percentile of ρNN−val. Finally, for each training embedding the closest synthetic
embedding was selected (ρNN−syn), and training samples with ρNN−syn greater than τ were categorized as memorized.
Algorithm S1 demonstrates the copy detection process via a pseudo code.

4.3 Training and Evaluation Procedures

For the 3D datasets, two models were considered (MedDiff [24] and MONAI[25]). We opted for these models
because they are some of the most widely used repositories for medical image synthesis using latent diffusion
models. Training procedures, network architectures, and hyperparameters for MedDiff were adopted from Khader
et al. [24] (https://github.com/FirasGit/medicaldiffusion) and for MONAI were adopted from the online
repository of Pinaya et al. [25] (https://github.com/Project-MONAI/tutorials/blob/main/generative/
3d_ldm/config/config_train_32g.json). The only exception was the batch size of the models, which was
modified to 8 for the autoencoder and 20 for the diffusion model. MedDiff consisted of a vector quantized generative
adversarial network (VQ-GAN) with 3D convolutions as the autoencoder and MONAI consisted of a variational
autoencoder (VAE) with 3D convolutions as the autoencoder. All 3D-LDMs were trained for 150k iterations, and
the number of sampling time steps was set to 300 in MedDiff and 1000 in MONAI. For the 2D X-ray dataset,
training procedures, network architectures, and hyperparameters were adopted from an online repository (https:
//github.com/Warvito/generative_chestxray) built on the MONAI framework [25], and is referred to as
MONAI-2D. MONAI-2D consisted of VAE with 2D convolutions as the autoencoder. All 2D-LDMs were trained for
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200k iterations unless specified, and the number of sampling time steps was set to 1000.
In 3D-self supervised models, the architecture of the encoder was modified from the encoder of VQ-VAE in MedDiff.
The network was used to reduce the input dimensions to 43 and 8 channels, followed by flattening and using dense
layers to reduce the dimensions to a 32× 1 vector. The training procedures were adopted from Dar et al. [18] In 2D
self-supervised models, the model was adopted from Packhäuser et al. [12] with minor modifications in architecture.
The last classification layer was replaced by a dense layer having dimensions of 128 × 1 as output. The training
procedures were adopted from Dar et al. [13].
In all synthesized datasets FID and MS-SSIM were adopted from the MONAI repository (https://github.com/
Project-MONAI/GenerativeModels/tree/main/generative/metrics). In 3D datasets, FID was calculated
between features extracted from whole datasets. The features for FID calculation were extracted using a pre-trained
model adapted from Chen et al [33]. In the 2D dataset, FID was calculated in batches with a batch size of 256 and
averaged afterwards. The features for FID calculation were extracted using a pre-trained model adopted from Cohen et
al. [34]. The reported average MS-SSIM values were calculated by computing MS-SSIM values between each synthetic
sample and a randomly selected synthetic sample and averaging them.
PCCTA data were acquired at the University Hospital Mannheim on a Siemens Naeotom Alpha scanner. Ethics approval
was granted by the Ethics Committee of Ethikkommission II at Heidelberg University (ID 2021-659). In the PCCTA
dataset, sub-volumes of sizes 643 surrounding coronary artery plaques were cropped. In the MRNet dataset, all volumes
were cropped or zero-padded to have sizes of 2562x32. In the X-ray dataset, all images were sampled to sizes of 5122.

Data Availability: This study utilizes three datasets. The MRNet and X-ray datasets are publicly available at
https://stanfordmlgroup.github.io/competitions/mrnet/ and https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
nih-chest-xrays/data respectively. The in-house dataset, however, cannot be made publicly available due to
restrictions imposed by the University Hospital Mannheim, where the data were acquired.

Code Availability: In adherence to the FAIR principles (findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability) in
scientific research, all code utilized in this work is publicly available.
The LDMs were trained using code from public repositories. Specifically, MedDiff was trained using code from https:
//github.com/FirasGit/medicaldiffusion. MONAI was trained using code from https://github.com/
Project-MONAI/, and MONAI-2D utilized code from https://github.com/Warvito/generative_chestxray.
Our code for data pre-processing and training and evaluation of self-supervised models for copy detection is made
publicly available at https://github.com/Cardio-AI/memorization-ldm.
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Supplementary Material

S1 Supplementary Methods

S1.1 Self-Supervised Model Training

Consider a batch B = [y1, y2, ..., yK ] containing K samples, where yi corresponds to ith sample. After obtaining
variation y′i for each sample yi, the modified batch can then be represented as B′ = [y1, y

′
1, y2, y

′
2, ..., yK , y′K ]. One

straightforward way is to form a positive (yi, y
′
i) and a negative pair (yi, yj) for each sample yi. However, we observed

that such an approach was unable to efficiently push samples within a negative pair away from each other. Therefore we
increased the number of negative pairs for each sample, such that for each sample yi negative pairs were formed using
all other samples in the batch, making 2(K − 1) negative pairs per sample.
The self-supervised model SSθ model was trained using the normalized temperature-scaled cross entropy (NT-Xent)
loss [32]. First, SSθ was used to obtain embeddings E = [e1, e

′
1, e2, e

′
2, ..., eK , e′K ] of all samples within B′. For each

ith sample it was then updated based on the NT-Xent loss function, expressed as follows:

Li = − log
e
(sei,e′i

/τ)∑2K
j=1 1[j ̸=i]e

(sei,ej /τ)
+

e
(se′

j
,ej

/τ)∑2K
j=1 1[j ̸=i′]e

(se
i′ ,ej

/τ)
(1)

Here sei′ ,ej is cosine similarity ith and jth embeddings and 1[j ̸=i] is the indicator function which is 1 when j ̸= i and
0 when j = i.
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Algorithm S1: Copy detection

Input: Etr = [e1tr, ..., e
Ntr
tr ]T ∈ RNtr×L : Ntr training embeddings of length L

Eval = [e1val, ..., e
Nval

val ]T ∈ RNval×L : Nval validation embeddings
Esyn = [e1syn, ..., e

Nsyn
syn ]T ∈ RNsyn×L : Nsyn synthetic embeddings

corr(., .): Pearson’s correlation between inputs
percentile(., u): uth percentile of input vector
ind(): Indices of True values
Output: IDcop : Indices of memorized samples

1 ρtr−val = corr(Etr, Eval) ∈ RNtr×Nval // Pairwise correlations between embeddings
2 ρtr−syn = corr(Etr, Eval) ∈ RNtr×Nsyn

3 ρNN−val = max(ρtr−val) ∈ RNtr // Nearest neighbor selection for each training embedding
4 ρNN−syn = max(ρsyn−val) ∈ RNtr

5 τ = percentile(ρNN−val, 95) // Threshold based on 95 percentile
6 IDcop = ind(ρNN−syn ≥ τ) // Indices of training samples that are memorized
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S2 Supplementary Figures

Figure S1: Central slices of randomly selected real samples are shown along with central slices of randomly selected
MedDiff-synthesized, MedDiffaug-synthesized, MONAI-synthesized, and MONAIaug-synthesized samples. MedDiff-
synthesized samples are noisy and are unable to produce finer structural details. MedDiffaug-synthesized samples are
noisier and not realistic. MONAI-synthesized and MONAIaug-synthesized samples are more realistic but are blurry.
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Figure S2: Effect of training data size on memorization. Separate models were trained on 5k (Gθ,5k), 10 (Gθ,10k), and
20k (Gθ,20k) images. Distributions of Pearson’s correlation coefficient between training and nearest synthetic samples
for Gθ,5k, Gθ,10k and Gθ,20k with their respective mean values (µ5k, µ10k and µ20k) are shown. In all cases, the total
number of memorized training samples Nmem seems similar.
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Figure S3: Representative cross sections of real (Real) and copies (MedDiff, MONAI) detected in the PCCTA dataset.
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Figure S4: Representative cross sections of real (Real) and copies (MedDiff, MONAI) detected in the MRNet dataset.
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Figure S5: Representative cross sections of real (Real) and copies (MONAI-2D) detected in the X-ray dataset. The
augmented model generates copies that in addition to augmentations also produce minor variations (marked with
arrows).
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